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Round Island
school of isolation
By Eric Jolin
WPC’s Canada’s New Noah program provides a unique learning
opportunity in conservation management through practical
training and field experience. Eric Jolin, the 30th recipient of this
scholarship, has returned from the Durrell Conservation Academy in
Jersey, British Channel Islands to isolate at home. He reflects on his
conservation work on Round Island.

Letter from Lance

I

am finding, like many Canadians right now, that it’s difficult
to scratch my itch for nature. I’ve birded in my backyard,
watched wildlife webcams from around the globe, and
organized my field gear more times than I care to mention.
Lately, I’ve been reminiscing about my time in Mauritius,
where I spent the greater part of six months living and working
on Round Island, a remote uninhabited volcanic island in the
Indian Ocean… in near complete isolation. The more I thought
about my time there, the more I realized that being part of the
Island Restoration Team was training me for what was to come.

Nature is resilient
and so are we

W

orking from home I am spending just a bit more
time than usual watching what is happening
outside, and I am appreciating the wildlife in my
own backyard more than any other year that I can remember.

Biohazard Bootcamp

I’m particularly enjoying the interactions between the eastern
cottontails, the different species of squirrels, and the backyard
birds that all appear to be perfectly content sharing this space
with us. It is a microcosm of what I believe we can achieve
as a more responsible society that values the natural world
around us.
I have hope for our planet’s future as I read about how
environments and wildlife across the planet are being
revitalised with the temporary reduction in human activities.
I have seen this firsthand in places I’ve worked, with species
rebounding when given a helping hand from conservation. I
see this as a positive sign that we can come to a new balance
between human well-being and progress, and a respect and
value for nature for the benefit of all.
We do need to be vigilant however and work hard to achieve
this balance. The reality is that Wildlife Preservation Canada
works with species that are on the very edge of survival and
require our hands-on help in order to come back.
They won’t recover without us.
I hope that in reading this newsletter you will appreciate
the scale of what our team is achieving across the country
to ensure that native bumble bees and butterflies, western
painted turtles and Oregon spotted frogs, massasauga
rattlesnakes, and loggerhead shrikes are all saved from
extinction here in Canada.

Wildlife Preservation Canada’s strength stems from this
scope of work that focuses on our collaborations with a
range of partners within each of our recovery programs, the
highest level of research going into each project, and the
commitment of everyone involved.
Although we have understandably had to delay many of
our field activities this spring, some with new species, I am
excited and confident about the future. Wildlife Preservation
Canada has been built upon such a strong foundation with a
dedicated team that includes you, our supporters, that if we
all work together, we will continue our conservation efforts as
strong as ever throughout 2020 and beyond.

Scrub EVERYTHING. When you’ve finished, SCRUB
IT AGAIN. That was our mantra when bringing food and
equipment to the island. Everything we brought had to be
quarantined, twice. The goal of the team on Round Island is
to restore the natural ecosystem, which has been devastated by
deforestation and invasive species. We needed to ensure that not
a single invasive seed or insect hitched a ride onto the island.

Loaded up with the necessities for conservation isolation; field
equipment, water cans and, most importantly, food!

Leftover Food Jazz
On Round Island the only food we had was what we carried to
field station on our backs. We would routinely run through our
gourmet goods (CHEESE) within the first few days and be left
with dry goods, hardy vegetables, and other basics.
Since going to the store wasn’t an option, we had to get creative.
Have the apples been eaten by ants? We brushed them off and
made a crumble. Have a suspicious amount of pumpkins left
over after eating all the good vegetables? We threw them in a big
batch of curry or baked pumpkin muffins.
There was no better way to decompress after a harsh day in the
field than the knowledge that one of us was whipping up a cake,
crumble, or brownies for dessert that night.
Don’t worry, the coastguard is coming
We met the challenges of remote conservation work knowing
that eventually, the coastguard would send a boat to pick us
up. Sometimes that boat was delayed for weeks because of bad
weather, but it always turned up to bring us home.
While we are all adjusting to this time of isolation, rest assured
that our work saving species from extinction will continue. It just
may look a little different for a while.

Take care of each other, remember what is important, and
enjoy the world around you.

Dr. Lance Woolaver Jr.
Executive Director
Left: Aldabra giant tortoises make for great isolation buddies. The field
station/kitchen/bunkhouse/quarantine room is in the background.
Above: A taste of nature, courtesy of Round Island, Mauritius.

have begun to dramatically increase our knowledge of the
biodiversity within the park, and of course, there have been
many confirmed records that have really caught our eye.
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Albertans love their pollinators

Native Pollinator Initiative

In our three years exploring Glenbow Ranch, we have
delivered community science programs to educate
participants about pollinators and engage them in bumble
bee conservation. Through these programs, participants
get outdoors, connect with and explore nature, and, most
importantly, contribute to Canada’s conservation needs.

Time flies! Three years
at Glenbow Ranch
By Genevieve Rowe

O

Above: Alberta Program Coordinator, Tiffani Harrison (left) and
Lead Biologist, Genevieve Rowe (right) at the entrance to Glenbow
Ranch Provincial Park in 2019.

ur Native Pollinator Initiative is fortunate to work
in several of Canada’s provinces, each with their
own set of species, landscapes, and conservation
challenges. Our team has spent the past three bumble bee
seasons at Glenbow Ranch Provincial Park, a protected area
just outside of Calgary that is uniquely located where the
prairie grasslands meet the foothills of the Rocky Mountains.
With its diverse set of habitats and pollinator communities,
Glenbow Ranch has given us an opportunity to do what our
team does best—educate and engage communities, and fill
in knowledge gaps in pollinator ecology. We’ve certainly been
feeling at home on the range working in Glenbow Ranch,
and here are a few reasons why.

Below: A variety of bumble bee species were found during three
years of surveying. A-D are native bumble bees who are either
already considered at-risk, or soon to be (Bombus terricola, Bombus
occidentalis, Bombus fervidus, and Bombus suckleyi). E-F are lesser
known bees (not of the bumble variety) who also play an important
pollination role (Leafcutter Megachile bee and sweat Lasioglossum
bee). Photos A-D: Tiffani Harrison Photos E- F: Sarah Johnson.
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Pollinators love Glenbow Ranch Provincial Park
Gathering information about the whereabouts and
abundance of different bee species within a region is the first
step in allowing us to understand changes that might occur in
bee populations in the future. It also helps the provincial park
with their management strategies, species assessments, and
conservation priorities.
Since our work began in 2017, and with the help of our
amazing volunteers, we have recorded a total of 5,183 bees in
the park, representing 77 species in 21 genera. These include
2,758 bumble bee records of 18 species—120 of which are
observations of five at-risk species!

Think all bumble bees look the same?

Visit wildlifepreservation.ca/stewardship
to download our Native Bumble Bee ID card and
you can learn how to identify species based
on their colour patterns.

There is a wonderful sense of investment and engagement
in pollinator conservation in the communities around
Glenbow Ranch, and we are grateful for their continued
dedication.
New methods and new collaborators are keys to success
New biologists, new methods, and new research questions
have all forced us to adapt and learn continuously in these
three years, but change has been good for us. Through this
process we have collected more pieces of the bumble bee
ecology puzzle in a changing environment, bringing us
closer to developing species-specific conservation strategies.
A huge thanks to our many collaborators and partners who
have helped support our work in Glenbow Ranch!

C

D

Left: A bumble bee colony nesting in one of the nest boxes installed by
program volunteers at Glenbow Ranch. Photo: Alexandria Farmer
Right: Next boxes installed on the side of trees were the most occupied
of the three different types of set ups in the park. You can see a Bombus
centralis worker approaching the entrance. Photo: Sarah Johnson.

Every picture tells a species! When we started working at Glenbow
Ranch in 2017, over half of the bumble bee observations submitted
to BumbleBeeWatch.org could not be identified because of poor
picture quality. But with our new training materials that show you
how to catch, photograph, and identify bumbles, we have seen an
increase in identifiable submissions. Only 3% of 2019 submissions
could not be identified to species—a major improvement! You can
get started with your own backyard submissions by downloading
our online resources: wildlifepreservation.ca/stewardship

Native Wildflower
Seed Grants
Available Now!
We’re celebrating spring with the Wildflower Seed Grant
program. Each year, WPC gives grants of up to $2000 to
community groups and individuals across Canada to restore
habitat for native pollinators. To date, we’ve helped create
14 wildflower sites in many unique habitats across Canada.

It has been an informative few years conducting work in one
of the few remaining Canadian landscapes where the ranges
of several species at risk overlap.
We have also recorded a myriad (646 records!) of other native
bees. Canada’s prairie system is home to over 300 native
bee species, and not a lot is known about the current status
of many of these important wild pollinators. Our efforts

Over 180 volunteers have participated in one or more
of our activities in Glenbow Ranch, which has included
the installation of hundreds of artificial bumble bee
domiciles, known as nest boxes, and the submission of 530
bumble bee observations, representing 18 different species
(including several species at risk), to BumbleBeeWatch.org.

E

F

The 2020 application deadline is June 5th. Learn more at:
wildlifepreservation.ca/wildflowerseedgrants
If you’d like to help Canada’s native pollinators but are not
able to apply for a Wildflower Seed Grant, you can still give
back in other ways. Consider making a donation to support
conservation work with at-risk bumble bees and butterflies
across Canada. Our dedicated and passionate pollinator
scientists will put your gift into action immediately.
Donate securely online: wildlifepreservation.ca/donate
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A member of the Taylor’s checkerspot recovery team carefully places
the caterpillars one by one on their host plants in Helliwell Provincial
Park on Hornby Island, BC. Photo: Chris Junck
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Each caterpillar is carefully removed from their temporary
home with a paintbrush and placed on a food plant. Each
release micro site, which will be home to 8-12 caterpillars, is
specifically selected by biologists based on aspect, cover, and
food plant availability.
It just so happens that the sites also have an amazing view!
As we release our tiny charges, we can see the fishing boats in
the strait harvesting the annual herring spawn, and hear the
chorus of tree frogs from the wetland beyond the tree line just
getting started on their breeding season. This habitat and the
tiny caterpillars are in good hands with the land managers and
the local community.
The habitat recovery aspects of this conservation project
will benefit hundreds of other species that range within the
rare and exceedingly beautiful coastal bluff ecosystems of
British Columbia. Although the work is focused on Taylor’s
checkerspot, other beneficiary species include the dun skipper
and about a dozen other range-restricted butterflies, the
western bumble bee, many native plants, the western screechowl and numerous other birds.

Native Pollinator Initiative

Homeward bound:
A butterfly story

important role in rearing and releasing 786 Taylor’s
checkerspot caterpillars to restore the historical
population on Hornby Island, between Vancouver
Island and mainland British Columbia.
This species, federally listed as endangered, hasn’t been
seen on Hornby Island since the mid-1990’s.

hey may not be a sassy cat with their two dog
friends on a journey home, but these fuzzy
little creatures went on the trip of their little
lives early this spring. Packed into tupperware, placed
carefully in a cooler, they were delicately loaded into a
vehicle for a journey that will take them on three ferries
and over 270km. They traveled from the only home
they have ever known at Greater Vancouver Zoo to
the bluffs overlooking the Strait of Georgia on Hornby
Island. These caterpillars, each about one centimeter
long, will be the first Taylor’s Checkerspot butterflies to
grace these habitats in many years.

It took an ongoing collaboration between a dozen
organizations for over a decade to reach this
momentous goal. Butterfly experts from the BC
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change Strategy,
University of British Columbia and consultants on
the Garry Oak Ecosystems Recovery Team began
developing recovery strategies for the species in 2005.
Wildlife Preservation Canada initially partnered with
local residents, and then Greater Vancouver Zoo,
breeding and rearing caterpillars since 2013. Since
2015, meadow habitat restoration such as selective tree
limbing and removal has been conducted by BC Parks
staff and contractors, while community volunteers,
Hornby Island Natural History Centre, local school
children, and consultants from Saanich Native Plants
have weeded and planted native plants and seeds.

Early March marked this historic time in the
conservation efforts for Taylor’s checkerspot butterflies
in Canada. Wildlife Preservation Canada played an

On the day of release some of our partners were able
to join us to help release the first of what will be
thousands of tiny caterpillars to the restored habitat.

By Andrea Gielens

T

Our work also helps to maintain populations in BC which are
at the northern fringe of the Pacific Northwest. Populations
in Washington and Oregon rely on the buffer effect of these
fringes, like those in BC, to maintain their strength and
genetic diversity range-wide. Conserving at-risk butterflies
is both challenging and rewarding, and collaborating with
partners throughout the range benefits us all.
Our work here is far from done. This was the first of what
will be many releases to establish a population of Taylor’s
checkerspot butterflies on Hornby Island. We know that in
order to establish a solid and self-sustaining population we
will need to increase our release numbers dramatically and
continue for many years to come.
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A Matter of Fact

Hurry up and wait
As a member of the Taylor’s
Checkerspot Butterfly
Recovery Team, Wildlife
Preservation Canada
manages a conservation
breeding program that
releases hundreds of
caterpillars into the wild
each spring. But how does
it all begin? To answer that,
we must rewind the clock
365 days.
Like most butterflies,
Taylor’s checkerspot
butterflies mate during
a narrow window in the spring. During that time, WPC’s
conservation breeding team is busy playing matchmaker by
pairing up males and females that have just emerged from
pupation. If we are lucky enough, the adults will mate and
we’ll be left with hundreds of small yellow eggs to care for in
our facility at the Greater Vancouver Zoo. This busy mating
season only lasts a few weeks, but it is a critical first step in a
successful recovery program.
After the mad rush to
collect eggs, things
return to a slower pace
for the recovery team.
The eggs soon become
caterpillars who spend
six weeks eating and
growing. Our staff are
constantly harvesting
plant sprigs for their
increasing appetites.
Then things get real slow. Right before winter, the caterpillars
enter diapause, a sort of hibernation, where they will remain
until spring. Our team must now spend the winter months
watching over these sleeping beauties to ensure they wake
from their slumber right on time for release into the wild.
This past winter, 936 caterpillars were monitored during their
diapause and 90% of them were selected to be released into
the wild. The rest are held back as an insurance policy to allow
our staff to breed another generation the following year.
Conservation breeding programs like this are one of the only ways
to reintroduce species to areas where they historically occurred.
Hands-on conservation may be the last opportunity to save
species like the Taylor’s checkerspot butterfly from extinction.

Taylor’s checkerspot caterpillars becoming accustomed to their
new habitat following their release this spring. Photo: Chris Junck
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Fraser Valley Wetlands

Sex, drugs
and rock ’n’ roll

Ojibway Prairie Reptile Recovery

Release sites receive
passing grade from
‘inspector’ snakes!

By Maja Hampson

S

By Matthew Macpherson and Jonathan Choquette

T

he Ojibway Prairie Complex and Greater Park Ecosystem
is one of the most biodiverse locations in Ontario, with
several species of flora and fauna not present elsewhere
in Canada. Despite this, the majority of land that was once
diverse tallgrass prairie has since been converted into housing
or agriculture. Although this has led to the overall decline of
myriad animal and plant species historically found in the area,
one of the hardest hit groups has been reptiles, with several
species now considered locally extinct. Enter the Ojibway Prairie
Reptile Recovery program, established with the primary goal
of recovering the Ojibway population of eastern massasauga
rattlesnakes (Sistrurus catenatus) - a population with only a
handful of individuals remaining.
In order to conserve any endangered population, not only must
the factors leading to that population’s decline - like habitat
loss, road mortality, and intentional killing - be reduced,
but also recruitment into that population must be increased.
Unfortunately, this is much easier said than done. New snakes
cannot simply be added to the area and expected to survive and
breed, although this would make our work much easier! Instead,
translocations need to be carefully planned out and studied
beforehand to improve the chances of success.
Through previous massasauga translocation studies, we found
the biggest challenge to be high overwinter mortality. In order
to survive the winter, snakes need to seek shelter underground

Lead Biologist Jonathan Choquette using a borescope camera
and laptop to monitor gartersnakes hibernating in an artificial
hibernaculum.

in areas below the frost line. The massasaugas at Ojibway Prairie
do this by hibernating in crayfish burrows, which provide the
perfect conditions as the burrows are deep enough and possess
adequate humidity. High concentrations of suitable burrows are
relatively rare on the landscape, and so it is common for snakes
to use the same overwintering spots year after year.
To increase the likelihood of success of future massasauga
translocations, our team has been conducting a hibernation
habitat study for the past five years. Confident in the results we
have been seeing so far, last year we installed several artificial
hibernacula similar in structure to a crayfish burrow, and placed
21 eastern gartersnakes (Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis) inside for the
winter. Gartersnakes were chosen as a surrogate species in lieu
of massasaugas because they hibernate in the same spots and are
not a species at risk. These “inspector” snakes were tasked with
confirming our data – which strongly suggested we had found
suitable overwintering locations.
We are proud to announce that not a quarter, nor half, but
ALL of the 21 gartersnakes survived the winter in their
artificial burrows! This is not only exciting because no snakes
were harmed, but also because this shows a lot of promise for
successfully translocating massasaugas into the area and helping
restore the population. Even with our 100% success rate, we are
planning to test another batch of gartersnakes this upcoming
winter. If we are once again successful, the next step is to
conduct a trial with massasaugas. Until then however, we are
grateful to the gartersnakes of winter ’19 for their contribution
to massasauga recovery!

An eastern gartersnake (Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis) spending the
winter in an artificial hibernaculum at the Ojibway Prairie. This
photograph was taken with a flexible borescope camera.

ex. To save an endangered species through conservation
breeding, we must make more of them. This is where the
sex part is important – or fertilization in the case of Oregon
spotted frogs. When a female releases her eggs, the male is right
there with her to release his sperm and fertilize the egg mass. In
past years, we’ve struggled to get our rate of fertilization to where
it should be. This is a common problem in frog conservation
breeding programs, across all species.
This year, we’re trying something new by taking sperm samples
from males in our breeding facility to better understand our
fertility issues. This involves inserting a small catheter into
the male and collecting a sperm sample. Easy, right? Well our
research partners at Toronto Zoo certainly made it look that way!
We’ll let you know how it went in the fall newsletter.
Our samples will be compared with wild frogs and other
conservation-bred spotted frogs, to better understand the
intricacies of egg fertilization. The ultimate goal of this sperm
study will be to increase the fertility of our egg masses and
thereby produce more tadpoles and frogs to release into the wild.

Conservation continues
with your help
In this time of uncertainty Wildlife Preservation Canada
is as committed as ever to our conservation work and to
being Canada’s last defense for endangered species.
Our dedicated animal keepers continue to take care of
and coordinate the management of animals - butterflies,
bumble bees, birds, snakes, turtles and frogs - in our
essential conservation breeding programs.
These animals rely on us for their survival.
Please consider supporting our efforts today as we work
together toward a brighter future. Your charitable gifts
will ensure that we remain as active as ever and we
are ready to hit the ground running when our wildlife
conservation work returns to full capacity again.
Donate securely online: wildlifepreservation.ca/donate

Conservation recovery often requires scientists to motivate
animals to perform some of the most basic acts, like breeding,
but under unusual laboratory settings.

Drugs. To promote sperm and egg release in our frogs, we
injected human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) and luteinizing
hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) subcutaneously (under the
skin). HCG and LHRH are hormones found in humans as well,
and they work in similar ways in frogs – thanks to convergent
evolution for that one!
All of this work – performed by our valuable partners at Toronto
Zoo – will help shed some light on how our conservation
breeding population is doing. Trying to figure out where to go
from here will lead to another series of questions and (hard to
obtain) answers – but that’s the beauty of the scientific method.
Rock ‘n’ roll. There is no actual rock ’n’ roll in spotted frog
breeding... it would probably scare the frogs. But what is rock
’n’ roll is doing our best to conserve endangered species. And
as Pete Townshend once said “rock ‘n’ roll might not solve your
problems, but it does let you dance all over them.”
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Winning the
breeding lottery
By Maja Hampson

T

he western painted turtle headstarting project in British
Columbia has had a great deal of success over the past
seven years. In the wild, turtles have an estimated 0.1%
chance of surviving to become adults. Those are very low odds.
However, when we grow them to a size where they can’t easily
be predated upon, we are increasing their chances of survival to
adulthood. This means we are very optimistic about our goal of
re-establishing western painted turtle populations in suitable wild
habitats. However, there are still issues to address.

Two loggerhead shrikes perch on a barbed wire fence. These types
of fences and the grasslands they enclose provide perfect hunting
conditions for this predatory songbird. Photo: Aidan Rominger

Eastern Loggerhead Shrike

Taking a stab at it
By Jane Hudecki

L

ast year was an exciting one for the Loggerhead Shrike
Recovery Team. We were able to keep up a steady pace in
our conservation breeding program, releasing 64 juveniles
into the wild in Ontario. Released birds from previous years
made up over a third of the observed wild population, and over
half of the breeding pairs that we saw contained at least one
conservation-bred bird. This demonstrates the positive effect
that our work is having on bolstering wild populations.
As excited as we are to share with you these successful recovery
statistics, we wanted to highlight another aspect of the job that
makes working with this endangered songbird so thrilling.
A Unique Behaviour
Along with their spirited personalities, loggerhead shrikes
exhibit a very fascinating behaviour– they impale uneaten
prey items! Though not technically considered birds of prey,
loggerhead shrikes are sit-and-wait predators and hunt all
sorts of small animals like field crickets, mice, frogs, and
snakes. Shrikes will often impale uneaten prey items on barbed

wire and thorny shrubs, giving them the suitable nickname
of “butcher bird”. The behaviour is thought to serve several
purposes, including acting as a larder of food for nestlings
and a territorial display to attract mates and mark home range
boundaries.
Bringing Home the Bacon
Researchers are often very interested when they come across
uncommon prey items in a shrike’s larder (amidst the usual
mice and crickets), especially if it’s something as tasty as a piece
of bacon! In 2018, field researchers in Port Allen, Louisiana,
observed a resident loggerhead shrike “catch” a piece of preserved
and fully-cooked bacon that had been discarded in the parking
lot of a hotel. The shrike flew to a nearby crepe myrtle tree and
proceeded to impale its “prey” on a branch. Loggerhead shrike
researchers across North America were very excited about the
news, since the observation was the first recorded case of a
loggerhead shrike adding a human food item into its larder.
The observation raised many questions among the shrike research
community, namely: how often do loggerhead shrikes impale
human food items? Are there any other human items loggerhead
shrikes interact with, or incorporate into their larders?
Plastic Food
In March of 2019, an adult loggerhead shrike was observed
impaling a small piece of plastic on barbed wire in Birmingham,
Alabama. The plastic resembled an inchworm at first, but
remained unchanged and uneaten for several weeks, thus raising
the suspicions of the observer. Unlike the piece of bacon (though

One problem we experience every year is a condition we call
soft shell – when the shell of a turtle becomes soft and its health
deteriorates. We don’t know the rate of occurrence in the wild
because painted turtle hatchlings don’t emerge en masse and
cannot be studied as a large group. Some emerge in late summer,
while others stay in the nest for the winter and emerge in the
spring. It’s so rare to see a hatchling emerge in the wild that last
year, when our team got a message from our nest monitoring
technician saying he was watching a wild turtle egg hatch, we
were like “right, ok, are you sure it’s not a rock?” He sent us a
photo. We told him to go buy a lottery ticket.
This past winter we had hoped to figure out how captive
management of painted turtles may play a role in the
development of soft shell. To do this, we split our hatchlings into
four groups, to measure variations in things like housing density

not incredibly healthy for shrikes), this larder item raised some
concerns over the impact of human-related objects in loggerhead
shrike habitats. There have been overwhelming accounts of birds
ingesting plastic, and this inchworm look-a-like could fool the
keenest of hunters.
Adaptation in a Human Environment
Observations like these certainly show that loggerhead shrikes are
learning to adapt in increasingly human environments. It makes
the surveying and monitoring performed by our researchers and
volunteers across the continent all the more important. Ontario
loggerhead shrikes returned to the province in early spring and,
as conditions allow, the Recovery Team at Wildlife Preservation
Canada will be watching for breeding activity and nestlings.
If you see a shrike, we’d love to know about it. Send sighting
details and photos to birds@wildlifepreservation.ca!

A turtle shell holds a lot of secrets. Individual western painted
turtles can be identified by the pattern of markings on their
plastron, the “belly” portion of their shell. Each turtle is born with
unique markings, like a fingerprint, that stay with them their entire
life. We can use these patterns to track turtles in the wild.

and feeding methods, and tracked their progress for six months.
We saw no difference in the incidence of soft shell between the
groups, and so have yet to solve the soft shell mystery. However,
we did find that our historical method of care was the best one
for our turtles.
We also tested the effectiveness of different treatment methods
such as calcium baths and UV exposure and antiparasitic drugs
- all things which could be implicated in soft shell development.
We found no “silver bullet” treatment, suggesting that softshell
is likely multi-factorial. We will continue with new trials next
winter to continue this investigation.
Currently, approximately 10% of our turtles develop soft shell,
but fortunately 90% of them will recover. We’re very grateful
to the Fish and Wildlife Compensation Fund for funding this
research that will help us better care for our headstarted turtles,
and give them the best chance of success.

Left: A piece of plastic, mistaken for a worm by a loggerhead shrike,
impaled on barbed wire.
Right: Bacon discarded in a nearby hotel parking lot “captured” by a
loggerhead shrike and impaled on a branch.
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